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Abstract— In Different physical environment, for examples 
sensor are placed in tunnels, bridges and forest areas there 
is an problem in energy draining .since there is an difficult 
to replace the battery at each time networks lifetime is 
dependent when battery power gets decreased ,the network 
lifetime will be increased. To improve a networks lifetime 
three constraints are too been considered with coverage, 
connectivity and cardinality constraints. The energy can be 
saved by introducing clustering techniques individual nodes 
requires an more energy consumption rather than 
clustering .The cluster head can be selected based on the 
energy level with the small coverage range and activating an 
clustering head based on energy level and using particle 
swarm optimization algorithm and using greedy based 
algorithm for compressive sensing which can reduce the 
energy level while communicating source to sink node. 
Performance metrics can be analyzed, energy is balanced 
35% when compared to the existing work. 

 

Keywords—-  wireless sensor networks, connectivity constrains, 
cardinality constraints, clustering techniques, particle swarm 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a self-organized wireless 
network gadget inclusive of a number of sensors, which 
accumulate data from their surrounding environments and 
transmit it to a statistics sink or a base station (BS) [1]. In WSN 
packages, the principle goal is to screen and acquire sensor facts 
after which transmit the facts to the BS. Sensors in different 
regions of the field can collaborate in data collection, and 
provide greater correct reviews approximately their 
neighborhood regions. 
 
 Most deployed WSNs measure physical phenomena like 
temperature, pressure, humidity, or area of items [2], to improve 
the fidelity of said measurements, and data aggregation reduces 
the communications overhead in the network, main to significant 
electricity savings [3], [4]. In wireless communications, sensor 
nodes are deployed .There is  
 
a dependent function when network lifetime is increased, the 
energy should be decreased. Still there is an issues while solving 
an energy problem. In direct source to sink communication 
without relay node it takes huge amount of energy. To reduce 
energy there should been introduced a new concept called Relay 
node. The main benefits of Relay node is transfer the data from 
one node to other node with lesser energy. 
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The estimations of dense sensor networks are profoundly 
corresponded. Along these lines, we may draw out system 
lifetime significantly by presenting just a little misfortune in 
checking exactness [9]. Thusly, in this paper, we expand upon 
our earlier work [10] to devise a CS based initiation conspire 
that significantly decreases the quantity of sensor hubs to be 
enacted with the target of diminishing the vitality utilization and 
adjusting the leftover vitality of the sensor hubs. Specifically, 
vitality adjusting can accomplish the targets of greatest lifetime 
and power to sensor hub disappointments. As pipelines are 
found underground and thus battery substitution isn't simple, 
these destinations are of most extreme significance in water 
Distribution networks. 
 
 Considered a sensor are placed in dense area networks, the 
benefits are robustness, better utilization, less energy 
consumption  .In dense area networks the cost is too high for 
installation and maintenance when an energy of sensor node is 
quickly drained out. For giving better improved performance in 
energy, the data compression techniques is been used. 
 
Data Compression can been used in Data Gathering process to 
prolong the networks lifetime. Even though there is an 
individual node activation problem, there is a Sleep/Awake 
mechanism is introduced to save the energy which has been 
quickly drained out. To save more energy the clustering 
mechanism are used with an AODV protocol. 
 
In thick sensor systems, excess sensor nodes are sent to 
represent the disappointment of individual sensor nodes. For this 
situation, not all sensor nodes must be dynamic to screen, and 
henceforth scheduling the sleep and activation periods of sensor 
nodes can give significant vitality benefits. For example, in 
sensor scope issues, such components are utilized to augment 
arrange lifetime while ensuring that all target demands are 
covered [20]. 
 
The clustering strategies procedure is precious in diminishing 
pressure usage in directing conventions [17]. In a clustering 
strategies layout, sensor hubs are composed into organizations, 
wherein the sensor hubs with bring down energy can be applied 
to perform detecting errands, and send the detected statistics to 
their bunch head at a quick separation [18]. 
   
A hub in a set may be taken as the cluster head (CH) to wipe out 
associated statistics from the members from the group, with the 
goal of diminishing the measure of the total information 
transmitted to the BS [18], [16]. A node in a cluster can be 
chosen because the cluster head (CH) to remove correlated 
information from the members of the cluster, with the goal of 
decreasing the quantity of the aggregated information 
transmitted to the BS [22], [23] 
 
The clustering strategies method can build organize existence 
span and to enhance vitality productivity by restricting standard 
power utilization and adjusting vitality utilization a number of 
the hubs amid the device lifetime [16], [18]. In addition, it is 
equipped for easing channel dispute and package crashes, 

bringing approximately better system throughput under high 
load [18], [12]. 
 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
A LIFETIME MAXIMIZATION BY FLOW OF DATA 
IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS 
  
The lifetime of a framework phenomenally depends upon the 
waiting essentialness of the sharing center features. There are 
specific items for the noteworthiness use of sensor focal point 
focuses. In the centrality utilize is straightly recognized with the 
tolerant power, transmitting force and know-how transmission 
expense, and the customary lifetime of a sensor center of 
attention factor is depicted because the degree of the vitality 
uttermost scopes of the inside and the run of the mill 
essentialness use. In [9], the significance makes use of  the 
middle focuses in relaxation mode are permitted to be zero, we 
arrange the vitality utilization of the dynamic sensor center of 
attention focuses to 1 and set that of the within focuses in 
relaxation mode proportionate .Within the value utilize is 
straightly identified with the tolerant power, transmitting drive 
and knowledge transmission rate, and the traditional lifetime of 
a sensor focus is depicted as the degree of the hugeness farthest 
reaches of the middle point and the general centrality utilization. 
When it is 0 it turns to be sleep state, when 1 it turns been on 
state 

In the first work [15], the essentialness use of the framework has 
been exhibited as a factor of the movement stream directing 
selections. By using then the difficulty is given an element as a 
straight programming hindrance.  

In a an identical framework environment, the place every sensor 
core point can both transmit its information to its neighbor with 
low imperativeness price, or transmit knowledge direct to the 
sink core with excessive essentialness cost, boosting framework 
lifetime is indistinguishable to flow extension and 
imperativeness enhancing [16]. In such circumstance, 
essentialness changing has been used to develop mastermind 
lifetime [17], [18]. 

The energy consumption of the network has been modelled as a 
function of the traffic flow routing decisions. Then the problem 
is cast as a linear programming problem. In a similar network 
setting, where every sensor node can either transmit its data to 
its neighbor with low energy cost, or transmit data directly to the 
sink node with high energy cost, maximizing network lifetime is 
equivalent to flow maximization and energy balancing [16]. 

 In such scenario, energy balancing has been used to maximize 
network lifetime [27], [28]. Another way to balance the energy 
consumption is rotating the working period of sensor nodes, i.e., 
allowing some sensor nodes to sleep without sacrificing in the 
monitoring performance. For instance, Misra et. al. [29] have 
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considered finding different connected dominating sets of the 
WSN to prolong network lifetime. In each timeslot, only the 
sensor nodes in the connected dominating set are active and the 
other nodes are put into sleep. To rotate the working period of 
the nodes, it is desired to find the maximum connected domatic 
partition, which divides the WSN into as many as possible 
disjoint connected dominating sets. A similar problem has been 
considered in [18], where the sensor nodes have the energy 
harvesting ability. 

Rongu Du (2015) proposed an extra vitality investment funds 
can be accomplished through Compressed Sensing-based 
booking plans that enact just a set number of sensors to detect 
and transmit their estimations, though the rest are killed. A 
definitive target is to boost organize lifetime without yielding 
system network and observing execution. This issue can be 
approximated by a vitality adjusting approach that comprises of 
different easier sub issues, every one of which relates to a 
particular day and age. At that point, the sensors that ought to be 
initiated inside a given period can be ideally determined through 
dynamic programming. The many-sided quality of the proposed 
Compressed Sensing-based planning plan is portrayed and 
numerical assessment uncovers that it accomplishes tantamount 
observing execution by actuating just a small amount of the 
sensors.. 

B.COMPRESSIVE SENSING FOR DATA 
GATHERING 

Consider a system of N sensor hubs that need to transmit 
their detecting information indicated by vector d 
=[d1,d2,...,dN]T to the sink hub, where di is the 
information gathered by sensor hub I. A compressive 
information gathering (CDG) calculation for information 
pressure in the sensor hub side and information 
recuperation at the sink node side has been proposed 
in[23],such that each sensor node transmits just M << N 
estimations to its next bounce hub, as portrayed in Fig. 
2(a). Thus, the measure of transmitted information is 
enormously lessened and subsequently significant vitality 
is spared. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  FIG.1 COMPRESSIVE SENSING 

The system is separated into a few multilevel bunches, to 
lessening the measure of transmitted information in each 
timeslot. In any case, in this paper, we diminish vitality 
utilization by planning the initiation/rest times of sensor hubs. In 
[30], an appropriated conspire in view of deft directing called 
Compressive Data Collection (CDC) has been proposed. In spite 
of the fact that not all the sensor hubs are dynamic in each 
timeslot, the quantity of dynamic sensor hubs isn't limited 
because of the arbitrariness in the sharp steering, which implies 
that it is conceivable to devour more vitality than required. 

C. CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES 
 
Nodes are classified into the CHs, Relay node (RNs) and cluster 
node(CNs). The activity of the convention incorporates two stages, 
i.e., the grouping setup stage and information transmission stage. 
The two stages are performed in each round of the system activity 
and rehashed occasionally. In the grouping setup stage, the cluster 
head, CHs and RNs and also the way between each group and the 
sink (or the BS) are resolved, and after that the system is sorted out. 
In the information transmission stage, the CHs gather information 
from all the group individuals and exchange to the transfer hubs 
which at that point hand-off the information to the BS as indicated 
by the topology determined 
 
Leu J S, Chiang T H, Yu M C, & Su K W. (2015) proposed a 
new regional energy aware clustering method using isolated 
nodes for WSNs, called Regional Energy Aware Clustering 
with Isolated Nodes (REAC-IN). In REAC-IN, CHs were 
selected based on weight. Weight is determined according to the 
residual energy of each sensor and the regional average energy 
of all sensors in each cluster. Improperly designed distributed 
clustering algorithms can cause nodes to become isolated from 
CHs. Such isolated nodes communicate with the sink by 
consuming excess amount of energy. To prolong network 
lifetime, the regional average energy and the distance between 
sensors and the sink are used to determine whether the isolated 
node sends its data to a CH node in the previous round or to the 
sink. 
 
 Gherbi C, Aliouat Z, & Benmohammed M. (2016) proposed to 
combine these two valuable approaches in order to significantly 
improve the main WSN service such as information routing, 
which load traffic was shared among cluster members in order 
to reduce the dropping probability due to queue overflow at 
some nodes. To this end, a novel hierarchical approach, called 
Hierarchical Energy-Balancing Multipath routing protocol for 
Wireless Sensor Networks (HEBM) was proposed. The HEBM 
approach aims to fulfill the following purposes: decreasing the 
overall network energy consumption, balancing the energy 
dissipation among the sensor nodes and as direct consequence: 
extending the lifetime of the network. In fact, the cluster-heads 
were optimally determined and suitably distributed over the area 
of interest allowing the member nodes reaching them with 
adequate energy dissipation and appropriate load balancing 
utilization. In addition, nodes radio were turned off for fixed 
time duration according to sleeping control rules optimizing so 
their energy consumption. 
 
D. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
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In WSN, there is a draining of energy problem when the sensor 
nodes are placed in tunnels, bridges and dense area Networks 
etc.… the other issue is Activate the sensor node based on the 
energy level with Neighbour nodes and there is no optimized path 
.to improve the path and energy level introducing clustering 
technique with improved PSO algorithm with cardinality 
constrains makes the less utilization of energy 

III. EXISTING  WORK 

A. CONNECTIVITY CONSTRAINTS 

Let twofold factor xi(t) show whether node  vi is dynamic at 
timeslot t.  

At that point, the vitality elements of vi can   be      composed    as  
Ei(t + 1) = Ei(t) xi(t) and the scheduling problem considered in 
this paper is to determine x(t) = [x1(t),...,xN(t)]T,∀Give G(x(t)) a 
chance to mean the prompted chart of dynamic sensor hubs and 
the sink hubs.  

Definition 1: (Availability Imperative) The actuation of the sensor 
hubs x(t) fulfills the network limitation if and just if the prompted 
chart G(x(t)) is associated. 

Definition 2: (Cardinality Imperative) The initiation of the sensor 
hubs x(t) fulfills the cardinality limitation if P furthermore, just if 
xi(t) Mcs, where Mcs is controlled by the required estimation 
mistake of the deliberate information.  

At that point, the lifetime augmentation issue can be defined as an 
ideal control issue as takes after: 

Max     ∑    xi p 

x      i∈v             

s.t. ∑ xi=max {Mcs,Mc}   G(x) is connected,  

Xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈V 

Definition 3: (Activation Profile) A sanctioning profile is a 
social affair of sensor center points that satisfies the 
accessibility necessity.  

C. ENERGY BALANCING PROBLEM 

The crucial properties of the vitality adjusting issue from the 
perspective of system lifetime expansion, we give the essential 
points of interest in the accompanying  

pi(t) = Ei(t)=Ei In [14], we built up a calculation to take care 
of Issue (4). The points of interest of the methodology are 
appeared in Calculation 1. To begin with, Calculation 1 
discovers Mc for example, Dijkstra's calculation in Line 1, to 
be specific finds the most limited way from v0 to vN+1, where 
the weights of the considerable number of edges are 1. At that 
point, the base number of sensor hubs, m, that fulfills both the 
availability and the cardinality requirements. 

ALGORITHM 1 

INPUT : Adjacency matrix A, the minimum number 
of active node Mcs the normalized residual energy of the 
sensor nodes p.     

OUTPUT : A set of sensor nodes VA that need to be 
activated. 

   PROCEDURE 

1. Find the minimum number of sensor nodes Mc ,that 
satisfy the connectivity constrains 

2. If Mc<+α then 

    // Find the minimum number of nodes that satisfy both 
connectivity and cardinality constraint 

3.    m = max{Mc, Mcs} 

4.    Calculate g(s1,m) 

5.    Return ᶹa 

6. Else 

                  Return ᶲ 

7. End if 

 

 ALGORITHM 2 

INPUT :  Adjacency matrix A, the minimum number of active 
node battery of the nodes Mcs, the battery of the nodes Ei, ∀i.  

OUTPUT :   Network lifetime  

PROCEDURE                                   

1. Set t ← 1, Flag ← TRUE, Ei(t) = Ei  

2. while Flag do 

3.    Set pi ← Ei(t)/Ei, p = {p1,...,pn} 

4.    Find Mc for the connectivity constraint 

5.    VA ← Call Algorithm 1 with input A,Mcs,p 

6.    if VA ≠ ∅ then 

7.     Set t ← t + 1, Ej(t) ← Ej(t−1)−1,∀j ∈V 

8.    Else 

9.        Set Flag ← FALSE 

10.      end if 

11. end while 

12. return T ← t−1 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

Node are arranged into the CHs, transfer Relay node (RNs) and 
Cluster Nodes (CNs). The operation of the convention 
incorporates two stages, i.e., the grouping setup stage and 
information transmission stage. The two stages are performed in 
each round of the system operation and rehashed intermittently. In 
the Clustering setup stage, the groups, CHs and RNs and 
additionally the way between each bunch and the sink (or the BS) 
are resolved, and afterward the system is sorted out. In the 
information transmission stage, the CHs gather information from 
all the group individuals and exchange to the transfer nodes which 
then relay the data to the BS according to the topology determined 
in the phase with the coverage range  
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• At the beginning, each node sends a Node-MSG 

message to broadcast its residual energy information The 
BS chooses the bunch heads by utilizing the calculation  
and communicate a message including the group heads' 
ID to educate the system of the group head's area. After 
the group heads know their status, each bunch head 
acquaints itself with the system by communicating a 
little commercial message (i.e., CH-ADV), which 
utilizes the non-tireless bearer sense various access 
(CSMA) MAC convention. The message incorporates 
the group head's ID and a header that distinguishes it as 
an ad message; Then, also, the BS select the hand-off 
hub by utilizing the calculation Once a transfer hub is 
chosen, a notice message (i.e., RN-ADV), which 
incorporates its ID, the comparing group head's ID and 
the header, is sent to the system by the BS to announce 
its status as a hand-off hub. Every basic hub chooses its 
group by picking the bunch head that requires the base 
transmission vitality, in light of the quality of the CH-
ADV message from each bunch head. At that point, a 
group is picked; after every normal hub has chosen 
which bunch it participate, it must educate the group 
leader of its choice by transmitting a JOIN-REQ 
message. The message is again short, comprising of the 
hub's ID, the having a place group head's ID and the 
sender's leftover vitality  

• The Cluster head sets up a TDMA scheduler and 
communicates the SCHEDULE-MSG message to the regular 
hubs in the group and in addition the relating transfer hub. 
This maintains a strategic distance from impacts among 
information messages, and furthermore permits the radio 
segments of every normal hub and transfer hub to be turned 
off constantly, with the exception of when the regular hubs 
transmit messages or hand-off hubs get messages.  

IMPROVED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 
TECHNIQUE 

Owing to its simple idea and high efficiency, PSO has grow 
to be a widely followed optimization approach and has been 
efficiently implemented to many actual-international 
troubles,. In our preceding work, we use PSO set of rules to 
resolve software program-described community troubles 
efficaciously [15]. However, PSO plays poorly in phrases of 
nearby search with premature convergence, particularly for 
complicated multi-peak search problems [15], [16]. In order 
to deal with this particular situation, we improved the 
traditional PSO algorithm by using adjusting the inertial 
weight to avoid particles being trapped in neighborhood 
optima, and used the stepped forward PSO set of rules to 

maximize the fitness capabilities of (five) and (eight). The 
technique consists of the following 5 fundamental steps: 

 Initialize the optimization problem and algorithm 
parameters. 

 Calculate the fitness values 

 Update velocity and position vectors 

 Change the inertial weight. 

 Go to step 3 until the termination criterion is met  

 vt+1 = vt + r1c1(p − x) + r2c2(g − x)--equation(a) 

 xt+1 = xt + vt+1---------------equation (b) 

 

 
CARDINALITY CONSTRAINTS 

After applying an Genetic algorithm there will be an 
optimized path with the connectivity. The energy level of two 
sensor Nodes can been sum up by single node .The energy are 
balanced by applying Greedy Based Algorithm, While choose 
the sensor node based on Maximum energy level with 
Minimum distance 

V . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The performance of Qos is analyzed by implementing 
connectivity and cardinality constraints with energy balancing. 
The result shows that Qos performance is improved 35% The 
following parameters taken into account for Qos performance are 

 Packet Loss Rate 

 Delay 

 Energy 
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VI CONCLUSION 

In work proposed an imperativeness modifying methodology in 
light of perfect authorization logbook and start in perspective of 
essentialness altering figuring and compressive distinguishing. 
Authorizing particular sensor favorable circumstances to the 
framework field. It lessens the imperativeness. By then the 
coordinating method used is clear and fiery. An institution of 

particular sensor system is exhibited which reduces the 
imperativeness. These segments achieved an ok execution in the 
framework. Some of parameters are used for propagation.  

They are throughput, package transport extent, and total residual 
imperativeness and so forth. These parameters are evaluated with 
different regards for the execution examination.  

In existing technique there is an essentialness altering strategy in 
light of the figuring and compressive identifying. It uses the 
gainful imperativeness when outline with the other computation 
.Still there is an open issues in essentialness altering. 

VII   FUTURE WORK 

In existing system there is an problem in energy even though 
applying Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm  still there is an 
Open issue  

The issue can be overcome with using various algorithms by 
applying in hybrid clustering techniques with different Protocols 
and hierarchal compressive sensing  with various algorithm to 
improve more lifetime by balancing energy  
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